Visual and narrative toward the Thesis Project

march > may 2021
on line
Microsoft Teams
code: y6srtjc
14 pm
Visual and narrative toward the Thesis Project invite you to the “Research Lab Talks” curator by prof. arch. Javier Corvalán

**Monday 1st March**
The crisis of the imagination
Javier Corvalán Paraguay

**Monday 8 March**
Talca experience
German Valenzuela Chile

**Monday 15 March**
Diving through the Window (with James Turrel)
Ricardo Sargiotti Argentina

**Monday 22 March**
Genealogy of Imagination
Daniele Pisani Italia

**Monday 29 March**
Architecture and the City
Myrto Vitart France

**Monday 12 April**
Geography of imaginations
Durganand Balsavar India

**Monday 19 April**
Discover the existing to design the future
Babau Bureau Italy

**Monday 3 May**
Times Topography
Toni Girones Spain

**Monday 10 May**
Step Gently on the ground
Carla Juacaba Brazil

**Saturday 29 May**
On/Off. Augmented Reality AR
Javier Corvalan Paraguay

For more information please contact:
joaco_corvalan@hotmail.com